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9 Claims. (Cl. S33-_30) 

This invention relates to electro-acoustic delay-line of 
the kind used to provide a predetermined time delay be 
tween input and output pulses of electric energy. The 
term “pulse” as used throughout this specification is in 
tended to include any' waveform having a leading or trail 
ing edge abrupt enough to mark an instant of time. 

Such a delay-line usually consists of an elongated con 
ductor of longitudinal stress-waves in the form of a wire 
at each end of which is an electro-acoustic stress-wave 
transducer for thek inputv and output pulses respectively. 
The term “wire” should be understood to include a rod 
or the like and the term “delay-line” to include the com 
bination of the wire and the input and output transducers. 
The input transducer is usually designed to¿set up a 

longitudinal stress-‘wave in the Wire in response to en 
ergisation by an electric input pulse. The output trans 
ducer is designed to supply the electric output pulse in 
response to energisation by the stress-wave set up by the 
input transducer after the interval occupied by the wave 
in travelling from one transducer to the other. 
A well-known type of input transducer for this purpose 

consists of the combination of a coil surrounding a short 
length of wire of magnetostrictive material, such as nickel, 
which also serves as part of the stress-Wave conductor. 
Energisation of this coil effects a local distortion of that 
part of the wire in the field of the coil in the usual mag 
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netostrictive manner and this in turn sets up a longitudinal » 
lstress-wave in the wire. 

'I'he corresponding output transducer may be a similar 
combination of coil -and magnetostrictive wire, with the 
addition of a permanent magnet or other means for setting 
up a field through the coil. The presence of the received 
stress-wave in that part of the wire in the lield causes a 
change of the flux linking the coil and so induces an out 
put pulse. 

It is also known to provide the input transducer with a 
magnet or the like to polarise it by setting up a constant 
afield through the coil; the steepest part ofthe magnetic 
characteristic of the wire may thus be brought into use. 
A disadvantage of the above arrangements is that unless 

the wire is straight the longitudinal stress-waves are sub 
jected to appreciable dispersion, which at any point on the 
wire is inversely proportional to the square of the radius 
to which the wire is bent ~at that point. 
An object of the present invention is to provide an 

acoustic delay-line which is cheap and simple to manu 
facture, robust in construction, reliable in operation and 
substantially insensitive to temperature changes. 
Another object is to provide a delay-line which is cap 

able of undistorted transmission of pulse signals with a 
predetermined delay which is constant for allfrequencies 
within a relatively wide band. f 
A further object is to provide an acousticgdelay-line 

particularly suitable for digital storage purposes which 
is of curved form rather than straight but in which the 
Stress-waves are not subjected to appreciable dispersion, 
thereby affording the maximum storage capacity in a lgiven 
space. i 

Still another object is the provision >of an electro 
acoustic delay-line wherein the electric input pulses are ` 
converted into torsional stress-waves inthe wire of the 
line and said stress-waves are in turn converted at the out- .-7 
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put end ofthe line into electric Ipulseswhich are accurate 
lreplicas of the input pulses. ' 

In accordance with the present invention an electro- v 
acoustic delay-line comprises a >wire for propagating tor 
sional stress-waves, an input torsional stress-wave trans 
ducer s and an output torsional stress-wave transducer 
located at diiferent axial positions' on the wire, each of 
which transducers includes a plurality of elongated mem 
.bers of magnetostrictive material secured to the wire to 
extend tangentially from areas of contact which in that 
converter are located at vthe same axial position on the 
wire and are spaced around it at equal angular distances, 
the inputs transducer .including also electromagnetic 
means for setting up longitudinal stress-waves in ‘the said 
members thereof, means for electrically pulse-energising 
said electromagnetic means to cause longitudinal stress 
wavesto reach the wire simultaneously in the same 
peripheral direction from each »said member of the input 
transducer, .thereby setting up in the wire a torsional 
stress-wave travelling to the output transducer, the out 
put transducer including also electromagnetic means for 
responding electrically to longitudinally stress-waves in 
the said members of the output transducer, and connec 
tions for deriving the electrical output of said last-men 
tioned electromagnetic ̀ means to provide a response to a 
torsional stress-wave set up as aforesaid. Y 
Where the wire is naturally straight, it may be disposed 

in a curved configuration within the elastic limit of the 
wire without subjecting the torsional Waves to any apprea 
ciable dispersion. The term “naturallystraight wire” as 
used herein means a wire which when unconstrained‘takes 
Aup a ,configuration which is either absolutely straight, or 
so` nearly so thatthe resulting small dispersion of torsion 
al waves. is negligible from the standpoint of pulse distor 
tion, and which must be continuously restrained when dis 
posed in a curved contiguration. Although an appreciable 
amount of dispersion may be tolerable in some delay-line 
installations, it is generally undesirable because disper 
sion broadens the pulses put into the line and may cause 
overlapping of the output pulses to such an extent that 
they lose their identities and cannot be distinguished from 
one another.> The low dispersion characteristic of delay 
lines embodying the present invention is therefore ad 
vantageous in increasing the storage capacity of the line. 

There should be an acoustic match betweeneaeh of 
the elongated magnetostrictive members and the wire, 

g firstly to ensure a substantially loss-free transfer of energy 
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at the junctions between the transducers and the wire, and 1 
`secondly to prevent rellections at these points which would ' 
produce spurious pulses at the output of the delay-line. 

' Where the input transducer includes two elongated 
n' magnetostrietive members extending in the same direction 
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from the >wire from diametrically opposite areas of con 
tact with the wire, the electromagnetic means of this 
transducer may include means ̀ for polarising at least one 
of the members so that the longitudinal stress-waves 
which travel to the Wire from these members are in 
opposite sense's‘and so reach the wire in the same periph 
eral direction. ' ' ` 

In the accompanying drawings: 
lFIGURE. 1 is a schematic diagram of a delay~line in 

accordance with the invention; » 
FIGURESZ yand 3 are simplified diagrams of input 

and output torsional stress-wave transducers suitable for 
the delay-line of FIGURE l; v _ 
FIGURE 4 shows a modiñed form of the delay-line 

of FIGURE l;  , 

FIGURES 5 and 6 show alternative forms of torsional 
stress-wave transducers; 
`FIGURE 7 is a plan view of one structural form of 

delay-line embodying Vthe invention with the case cover 
' removed; . ` ` 
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FlGURE 8 is an end elevation of the delay-line of 
FIGURE 7 looking from the right in the latter ligure 
with the end wall of the case broken away; 
FIGURE 9 is an enlarged cross-sectional View of the 

input transducer taken substantially on the line 9_9 in 
.FlGURE 7; 
FIGURES 10 and l1 are an enlarged plan view and 

‘side elevation, respectively, of the input transducer sub 
assembly of the delay-line of FIGURE 7, FIGURE ll 
being partially in section along the line 11-11 in FIG 
URE l0; and 
FIGURE l2 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken 

substantially on the line 12--12 in FIGURE 7 showing 
one of the supporting brackets by which the delay-line 
wire is maintained in the desired curved configuration. 

In carrying out the invention according to one form 
by way of example, an electro-acoustic delay-line con 
sists of a length of a naturally straight wire 11 of uni 
form diameter (see FIG. l) made of an alloy capable 
of low loss propagation of torsional stress~waves and 
having a low temperature coeiiicient of time delay, i.e., 
not more than about iSXlO-G per degree centigrade, at 
the ends of which wire are located the input and out 
put torsional stress-wave transducers A and B respec~ 
tively. Nickel-iron-titanium alloy and Ni-Span C are 
examples of alloys that may be used for the wire 11. 
The input transducer is shown in detail in FIG. 2, 

the wire 11 being depicted end-on with a diameter much 
exaggerated for clarity. The transducer includes two 
elongated members of magnetostrictive material in the 
form of two like nickle strips 12 of rectangular cross 
section welded to extend tangentially from areas of cOn~ 
tact at the surface of the wire which are spaced around 
the wire at equal angular distances; that is to say, the 
areas of contact are diametrically opposite one another. 
These areas are located at the sameaxial position on 
the wire; that is to say, the centres of the two areas lie 
in the same radial plane. The area of contact of each 
fstrip is located near one end of the strip on the broader 
surface thereof, this surface being parallel to the axis 
`of the wire, and the two strips extend from the wire in 
l'opposite directions. 
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The input transducer also includes electromagnetic „ 
means for setting up longitudinal stress-waves in the 
'strips 12, in the form of a coil 13 carried by each strip` 
The two coils 13 are alike and are located at equal dis 
tances from the wire; they are connected in series or 
parallel t0 an apparatus 14- for simultaneous pulse 
ienergization. , 

The output transducer is shown in FIG. 3, the wire 11 
being again depicted end-on. This transducer is similar _ 
‘to -the input transducer, having nickel strips 15 extending 
'tangentially from the wire and carrying coils 16, with 
Vthe addition for each coil of a permanent magnet 17 
arranged to set up a field passing axially through the 
coil. The coils are electrically connected, in series or 
~parallel with one another, to the apparatus 18 to which 
Vthe output pulse is to be delivered. The combination 
4of coils 16 and magnets 17 constitute electromagnetic 
means for responding electrically to longitudinal stress 
waves in the strips 15. 

In operation, each input pulse delivered by apparatus 
14 to coils 13 causes the metal of each strip 12 to con 
tract in known magnetostrictive mannerk and so sets up 
in the strip a longitudinal stress-wave travelling towards 
the wire. Owing to the like nature of the strips and the 
coils, longitudinal stress-waves of equal intensity reach 
the wire synchronously at diametrically opposite points 
but in the same peripheral direction. The effect is to 
produce in the wire a torsional stress-wave travelling 
towards the output transducer. , 
At the output transducer the arriving torsional wav 

sets up equal longitudinal stress-waves travelling out 
Wardly along the two strips 15. Each coil 16 is thereby 
energised in the manner, described above, appropriate 
to known delay-lines using longitudinal waves, the ener 
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gisation being synchronous because of the equal distances 
of the coils from the wire. An output pulse is thus 
developed. 

Since the maintenance of pulse shape is of the first 
order of importance in delay-line operation, it is essen 
tial that the longitudinal stress-waves set up in the strips 
12 of the input transducer arrive at the junction between 
said strips and the wire 11 substantially simultaneously 
so that these waves, which are separately identical, may 
add arithmetically and stimulate a torsional stress-wave 
of exactly the same shape and width as the individual 
longitudinal waves. To illustrate the importance of this 
feature, it is desirable that a delay-line embodying the 
present invention adapted to transmit pulses 1 micro 
second long be limited to a maximum permissible varia 
tion in pulse width of 1/10 microsecond. If the times of 
arrival at the wire 11 of the longitudinal stress-waves 
from the strips 12 are not substantially simultaneous but 
should differ by more than 3A0 microsecond, the result 
ing torsional stress-wave in the wire and the electric 
output pulse delivered to apparatus 18 would be propor 
tionately inaccurate. For example, if the two longi 
tudinal stress-waves set up in the input transducer were 
displaced in time by an amount equal to the width of the 
input pulse, the resulting torsional stress-wave and out 
put pulse would be twice the original width, an obvi 
ously intolerable condition for ldelaydine operation. Fur 
thermore, should the longitudinal stress-waves arrive at 
the wire `at diiîerent times, the resulting action on the 
wire would not be a purely torsional couple, but would 
contain a transverse wave component which would be 
propagated along the wire at a dilferent speed from the 
torsional component and would result in a spurious 
pulse arriving at the output transducer at a different time 
from the main torsional pulse. 

It will be evident that inaccuracies in the output pulses 
will also result if the coils ‘16 of the output transducer 
are not energised substantially simultaneously by the 
longitudinal stress-waves set up in strips 1S. 

it can be demonstrated mathematically that where, in 
accordance with the present invention, the wire is natu 
rally straight it lmay be disposed in a curved configura 
tion without subjecting the torsional waves to any ap 
preciable dispersion so long as the extent of curvature 
is within the elastic limit of the wire. A dat spiral, as 
shown in FIG. 4 (where A and B are again the trans 
ducers and 11 the wire), is a convenient coniiguration. 
The space-saving and other advantages of being able to 
use the wire thus curved are obviously considerable. 
The minimization of dispersion is also advantageous in 
that it increases the storage capacity of the delay-line. 
The result is that a curved delay~line embodying the in 
vention provides the maximum amount of storage in any 
given amount of space. 
For the reasons »mentioned above, it is necessary that 

at each transducer there should be an acoustic match 
between the strips and the wire. A match is attained 
where the dimensions and characteristics of these com 
ponents are such as to satisfy the expression 

where A and r are the sectional area of each strip and 
the radius of the wire, respectively, to the same dimen 
sions, G1 is the shear modulus and W1 the density of the 
wire, E2 is the Young’s modulus and W2 the density 0f 
the strips, and n is the number of strips. 
Each strip -12 of the input transducer may also be 

polarised, either by a permanent magnet 19 as indicated 
in FIG. 2, or by a direct current through the coil, to 
bring the steepest part of the magnet characteristic of 
the strip into use. In such an arrangement it is neces 
sary to connect the coils 13 so that as the result of their 
pulse energisation the magnetostrictive contraction due 
to the magnets is either increased in both ot strips «12, 
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or decreased in both. l'[his ensures that the longitudinal 
stress-waves reach the wire in the same peripheral direc 
tion. 
The strips 12 of the input transducer need not extend 

in opposite directions from the wire but may extend in 
the same direction. Such an arrangement is shown in 
FIG. 5, Where 11 is the wire, Zéland 21 are the strips, 
and 22 and 23 are the coils. ln this‘case one of the 
coils, say coil 22, must be given a polarising field, as by 
a permanent magnet 24, of opposite sense to the field 
set up by the pulse applied to coil 22 so that the mag 
netostrictive contraction in strip 20 due to magnet 24 is 
reduced by that pulse’instead of increased. As the pulse 
in the other coil 23 causes a contraction in the other 
strip 21, longitudinal stress-waves of opposite sense in 
the two strips travel to the wire in a push-pull manner, 
as indicated by the arrows, and so cause yparticle motion 
in the same peripheral direction at the wire, thereby set 
ting up a torsional stress-wave as before. ` 

F[he other strip 21 may also be polarised, as indicated 
in FIG. 5 at 25, to bring the steepest part of the mag 
netic characteristic of the strip'into use. it is then neces 
sary to apply the pulse to coil 23 so as to increase ’the 
magnetostrictive contraction due to magnet 25. Magnet 
24 may in fact serve to polarise both strips, it the coils 
are connected so that the fields set up by them when 
pulse-energised respectively increase the `contraction in 
one strip and decrease it in the other strip. » 
The arrangement of FIG. 5, where both coils are po 

larised, may be used for an output transducer, provided 
that the coils are interconnected so that~ the induced volt 
ages do not oppose one another. ' 

instead of having two strips, a transducer may have 
three or more, provided the areas Vof contact are spaced 
at equal angular distances'round the wire. An arrange 

the wire, 26 the strips, and 27 the coils. The equal angu 
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6 
wire forming the spiral’is maintained sufliciently large 
to prevent yexceeding the elastic limit of the wire.` For 
example, to provide a delay of 1000 microseconds for 
all frequencies within a band-.of approximately i500 
kilocycles per Second centered at 1000 kilocycles per sec- ì 
ond, a wire of the characteristics above set forth approxi 
mately 9.26_feet long may be coiledinto a spiral con 
ñguration without exceeding the elastic limit by main 
taining the mean radius of curvature of the innermost 
turn of the spiral at not less than about 2.1 inches. The 
dispersion of such an arrangement is so small that the 
delay-line `is capable of being used as a digital storage 
medium> -with a storage capacity on the order of 1000 

' pulses at a repetition rate of l megacycle per second. 
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ment with three strips is shown in FlG. 6, where 1l is ~ 

lar distances 2S are here 120 degrees, instead of 180 ` 
degrees as inl the embodiments previously described. 
There is no need for the output transducer to have the 
same number of strips as the input transducer. 

It is not essential for the coils of the input transducer 
to be located at equal ̀ distances from the wire. lr', how 
ever, they are not so located, it is necessary to pulse 
energise the coils at `dilìïerent times, rather than simulta 
neously, to ensure that the respective longitudinal stress 
waves reach the wire at the same time. To effect this, 
the coil or coils nearer the wire should of course be 
pulsed later than the other coil or coils. ' 

Referring now to the structural embodiment of the 
invention Aillustrated in FIGS. 7-l2, the delay-line shown 
therein comprises as its principal elements a length of 
naturally straight'wire 31 coiled in theV form of a flat 
spiral, an input transducer assembly 32 connected to the 
end of Wire 31 at the inside of the spiral, and an output 
transducer assembly 33 connected to the other end of 
the wire, all of said elements being suitably mounted in 
a case 34 which is normally provided with a cover (not 

shown). 
The Wire 31 is made of a material which is capable 

of propagating torsional stress-waves with a minimum 
transmission loss and ywhich has a lofw temperature co 
eflicient of time delay such that the delay and output 
waveshape will be substantially independent of tempera 
ture changes. In a delay-line of the structure illustrated, 
it has been found that the desired results can bey ob 
tained by using a _wire made of a constant modulusv 
wrought nickel alloy, such as Ni-Span C, having a uni 
form diameter of .030 inch,_ a Young’s modulus of 
27x10(i and an elastic limit in bending of 210,000 pounds 
per square inch. With a Wireof these characteristics, a 

 temperature coeñ'lcient of time delay of ilXlO"6 per 
degree Centigrade can be attained. 

In order to ensure that the torsional stress-waves set 
un in the wire 31 are transmitted without appreciable 
dispersion, ‘the radius of curvature of that portion of the 
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inasmuch as wire 31 is naturally straight, it is neces 
sary to positively restrain thefwire in the spiral con 
figuration shown in FlG. 7, as long as the curvature of 
the 4wire does not result »in bending i-t beyond the-elastic 
limit. For this purpose, a plurality of supportbrackets 
35 are provided in such numbers and positions as to re 
ceive and hold the vwire 31 in the desired configuration. 
As shown best'in FlG. l2, each bracket 35 consists of a 
vhorizontal base 36 which is riveted or otherwise suitably 
secured to the bottom of case 34, and a vertical ilange 
43*] having formed in its upper edge a plurality of laterally 
spaced slots 38 the bottoms of which are of circular 
cross section of substantially ̀ the same size as the wire 
31. `The brackets 35 are made of an insulating material 
which yis preferably flexible, such as molded nylon, so 
thatV the Widthof the upper end of each slot 38 may beA 
made slightly vless than the diameter of wire ‘31, and yet, 
«by deformation of the material of the llange, the wire may 
be forced downwardly into the circular bottom end of the 
slot andL there held against movement inv any direction 
transverse to the wire axis. v ' - 

f The input transducer-t assembly 32 which `is connected 
to the inner end of delay-line wire 31 includes two» elon 
gated members 39 of magnetostrictive material which 
are secured to and ext-end tangentially in the same direc 
tion from the >end of wire 31, fa transducer sub-assembly 
40 adapted to set up longitudinal stress-waves in members 
39`which reach the wire simultaneously in the same pe 
,'ripheral direction and thereby ,set up _ correspond-ing 

>`torsional stress-waves in said wire, a damping termina 
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tion 41 for the ends of members 39 remote from the 
wire, and a transducer mounting plate 42 which is riv 
eted or otherwise suitably secured to the bottom of case 
‘34 inside the spirally coiled wire 31. - ' 

Although the elongated magnetostrictive members 39 
may take various forms, it is preferable to form each 
such member of two or more tapes or wires bunched 
together so as to'improve the eiiiciency of the transducer 
by` reducing eddygcurrent losses under the transducer 
coil while still retaining the maximum cross-sectional 
area of magnetic material within the coil, and also attain 
ing the desired acoustic match at the junction between 
Vthe -magnetostrictive members and the delay-line wire. 

1n the embodiment'otEgFlGS. 7-12, each member 39 
consists of two relatively thin, flat nickeltapes >each hav 
ing a width of .020 inch and a thickness of ,.002 inch, the 
,tapes being superposed with their ñat sides in contact 
throughout their length except that, as indicated in FIG. 
7, the ends of the tapes remote ̀ from the Wire v31 may 
be separated at the outer end ofthe damping termina 
tion 41. As shown in FIGS. 9 and ll, the inner ends of 
the tapes constituting members 39 are spot welded to 
wire 3l at diametrically opposite points with the ñat sur 
Vyface of one tape of each pair in contact with the wire, 
and the tapes extend perpendicularly to the Iwire in the 
same direction, one above the other. In accordance with ' 
the preceding disclosure, the cross-sectional area, the 
Young’s modulus and the density of the tapes`39 are 
so related to the radius, shear modulus'and density of 
the >wire 31 that there is acoustic match at the junction 
therebetween, thereby ensuring maximum eñiciency of y 
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energy transfer at the junction and also avoiding reflec 
tions at this point which would produce spurious pulses 
at the output of the delay-line. 

In order to properly position the junction between wire 
31 and magnetostrictive members 39 with respect to the 
transducer sub-assembly 40, mounting plate 42 includes 
a pair of upwardly projecting bifurcated guides 43 which 
receive and hold the portion of the wire immediately ad 
jacent the inner end thereo-f, and a horizontally extend 
ing ciamping bracket 44 is provided which overlies the 
junction and cushions it against undesired mechanical 
vibration by means of a pair of foam rubber Ipads 45 
interposed between the clamping bracket and the mount 
ing plate. Bracket 44 may be supported in the desired 
position in any suitable manner, as by a screwed con 
nection to the upper end of a vertical stand-off carried 
by mounting plate 42. The end portion o-f wire 3l which 
extends1 through guides 43 may be enclosed as shown in 
FIG. 7 in a sleeve of suitable insulating material, such 
as polythene plastic. 
The transducer sub~assembly 4t2 comprises the electro 

magnetic means for setting up longitudinal stress-waves 
in the magnetostrictive members 39, and is also adjust 
able lengthwise of said members in order to effect slight 
variations in the delay period of the delay-line. As 
shown best in FIGS. 9-ll, the body of sub-assembly 40 
consists of a coil cell 46 in the |form of a rectangular 
block of insulating material, such as polystyrene plastic, 
slidably supported on mounting plate 42 and having two 
vertically separated, horizontally extending bores 47 in 
which are housed energising coils 48 and 49, and another 
bore 56 parallel to and equidistantly spaced from bores 
47 wherein a polarising permanent magnet 51 is housed. 
Each of coils 48 and 49 is wound on a hollow bobbin 
52 of polystyrene plastic or other suitable insulating ma 
terial, the enlarged heads of which have a forced rit in 
the bores 47 and are provided with V-shaped notches 
in their periphelies through which the ends of the coil 
winding extend. The members 39 pass freely through 
the yaxial holes in the bobbins and are thus surrounded 
by the coils. . 

Projecting laterally from one side of coil cell 46 is a 
shelf 53 carrying three electrical terminals 54, 55 and 
56 to which the ends of the coil windings are connected. 
In the embodiment illustrated, coils 48 and 49 are 
similarly oriented in the bores 47, the starting ends of 
the coil windings are separately connected to terminals 
54 and 55, respectively, and the finishing ends of both 
coils are connected together to terminal 56. Terminals 
54 and 55 are also connected by a pair of lead wires 57 
to the `input terminals 58 and 59, respectively, of the 
delay~line which are insulatedly mounted on the wall of 
case 34. VWith this arrangement, input pulses applied to 
terminals 58 and 59 will pass through coils 48 and 49 
in opposite directions and thereby set up magnetizing 
fields of opposite sense which, imposed on the steady 
polarising lields set up by lmagnet 51, simultaneously 
producel magnetostrictive contraction of one o-f members 
39 an‘d'elongation of the other. The result is that longi 
tudinal stress-waves of opposite sense are set up in mem 
bers 39 at points which are equidistant from the wire 31. 
Consequently, the longitudinal stress-waves reach the 
wire 31 simultaneously and, -by their push-pull effect, 
produce torsional stress-waves in the wire which travel 
to the outer end thereof where the output transducer as 
sembly 33 is connected. 

In onder to enable micrometric adjustment of energis 
ing coils 48 and 49 lengthwise of magnetostrictive mem 
bers 39 so as to vary the delay provided by the line, coil 
cell 46 is provided with a ñange 60 which extends lateral 
ly from the side of the cell block opposite shelf 53 and 
is screwed or otherwise suitably connected to a mating 
flange 61 projecting laterally from the body of a drive 
_nut .62; Like coil cell 46, drive nut 62 is slidably sup 
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8 
ported on mounting plate 42, and is provided with a 
threaded bore 63 having its axis parallel to those of coil 
bores 47 and magnet bore Sti of the coil cell. An elon 
gated lead screw 64 passes through bore 63 and is ro 
tatably supported at one end in a circular opening in a 
ñange 65 extending upwardly from mounting plate 42 
adjacent damping termination 4l, and at the other end 
in a slotted flange 66 which extends upwardly from 
mounting plate 42 adjacent clamping bracket 44. The 
portion of lead screw 64 which is supported in slotted 
ilange 66 is of reduced diameter so as to provide shoul 
ders engaging the opposite sides of flange 66 which pre 
vent axial movement of the lead screw when the latter 
is rotated to feed drive nut 62 and coil cell 46 toward 
or away from wire 3l. Clamping bracket 44 is provided 
with a horizontally extending portion 67 which is adapted 
to frictionally engage an Unthreaded portion of lead 
screw 64 immediately adjacent slotted ñange 66 and 
thereby act as a brake to prevent accidental rotation of 
the lead screw. in the delay-line shown in FIGS. 7-12, 
lead screw 64 is of sufficient length to permit a variation 
of 6 microseconds in the delay provided by the device. 
The outer ends of the tapes forming magnetostrictive 

members 39 are supported by the damping termination 4i 
in the manner indicated in FIGS. 7 and 9 so as to absorb 
the longitudinal stress-waves which travel away from wire 
3l and thus prevent» reflections that would produce 
spurious pulses at the output end of the line. As shown, 
termination 41 comprises three elongated damping pads 
68, 69 and 7G piled one on top of the other with the bot 
tom pad 68 resting on transducer mounting plate 42 and 
the top pad 79 surmounted -by a flanged cover plate 7i 
which is screwed or otherwise suitably connected to the 
upper ends of four supporting standoffs 72 iixed to and 
extending upwardly from mounting plate 42 through 
aligned openings in pads 63, 69 and ’70.` 'Ihe damping 
pads are made of a resilient, compressible electrically in 
sulating material, such as silicon rubber, and provide an 
acoustic wave absorbing support for the outer ends of 
ltapes 39 the lower pair of which is ‘sandwiched between 
pads 68 and 69 while the upper pair is disposed between 
pads 69 and 70. The outer end portions of each pair of 
tapes are separated as indicated in FIG. 7 in order to 
improve the damping coupling between the tapes and the 
rubber pads, and may be additionally insulated Iby en 
Vclosure within a very thin folded sheet 73 of insulating 
plastic material, such as Teflon. 

Since the output transducer assembly 33 is substantial 
ly identical in construction to input transducer assembly 
32 except for a few minor modiñcaticns, the elements 
of the former have been designated in the drawings by 
the same reference numerals as the corresponding ele 
ments of the latter with the addition of prime accents, i.e., 
39', 49', 41', etc., and therefore need not be described . 
in detail. Suñice it to say that the output transducer as 
sembly differs from the input assembly only in that (a) 
lead screw 64’ is slightly longer than lead screw 64 so 
as to provide for a variation in the delay of 8, instead 
of 6, microseconds; (b) mounting plate 42’ and clamp 
ing bracket 44’ 4are of opposite hand to plate 42 and 
‘bracket 44; (c) the ends of all four magnetostrictive 
tapes 39' are grounded to the bottomI of case 34 by a 
conductor 74 and ground contact 75, the conductor ‘74 
also being connected to a ground terminal 76 extending 
through the wall of case 34, and (d) the conductors 57’ 
connect terminals 54’ and 55' to the output terminals 
77 and 78 of the delay~line which are insulatedly 
mounted on the wall of case 34 similarly to input termi 
nals 58 and 59. 

In operation, the torsional stress-waves travelling in 
wire 31, upon arrival at the output transducer 33, set 
up equal longitudinal stress-waves of opposite sense inV f 
magnetostrictive members 39’. The longitudinal stress 
waves in turn simultaneously energise coils 48' and 49’ 
and induce therein electrica-l output pulses identical in 

'lil 



shape, width and repetition rate- to the input pulses sup 
plied to coils 48 and 49 of the input transducer. 

Although each o_f the delay-lines above described in 
cludes only one input transducer and one output trans 
ducer connected respectively to the opposite ends of the 
torsional stress-wave transmitting wi-re, the invention may 
also be embodied in a delay-line wherein additional trans 
ducers of the same construction :as those at the ends of 
the wire are Aconnected to the latter at intermediate 
points along the length thereof in order to provide dif 
ferent delay periods with the same line. In such a device, 
the delay-line wire may be _tapped at any desired point 
alongits length bysÍmply spot welding thereto the mag 
netostrictive tapes of another transducer assembly. 

It will be appreciated that a delay-line in accordance 
with the invention, in _addition topossessing lthe im 
portant advantage of allowing the wire to be used in a 
curved configuration, has the’additional advantage that 
the torsional stress-wave transducers which form parts 
of it are simple and cheap to manufacture inY addition to 
being very efficient inioperation. v ì 

This is a continuation-impart of >application Serial No. 
589,134, filed June 4, 1956, now abandoned. 
What is claimed is: 
l. An electro-acoustic delay-line comprising a natural 

ly straight wire disposed in a curved coníiguration within 
the elastic limit of the wire and capable of propagating 
torsional stress-waves without appreciable dispersion over 
a wide band of frequencies and having a low temperature 
coefficient of time delay, -a iirst magnetostrictive trans 
ducer for setting up vtorsional stress-waves in said wire at 
one position along the length thereof, and a second mag 
netostrictive transducer connected to said wire at a sec 
ond position along the length thereof axially spaced from 
said first-named position `for converting the torsional 
stress-waves propagated in said Wire into electrical pulses, 
each of said transducers »including a plurality of elon 
gated members of magnetostrictive material. secured to 
and extending ìtangentially from said wire and said iirst 
transducer including means responsive to electrical pulse 
energy for setting up longitudinal stresswaves in said 
members which reach the wire substantially simultaneous 
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i@ ; 
the dimensions and physical characteristics of said wire 
and of the magnetostrictive members'of said transducers 
being so related that there is a mechanical acoustic match 
between said members and said wire at the junctions 
thereof. » _ 

3. A delay-line as claimed in claim 2 wherein the cross 
sectional areas of said wire and said members, the shear 
modulus anddensity of said wire and the Young’s modu- . 
lus and density of said members are so related as to 
satisfy the expression 

A__n-_rî G1 W1 
I ’_ 271 E2 W2 

wherein A and r `are the sectional area of each ymember 
and the radius of the wire, respectively, G1 is the shear 
modulus and W1 the density of the wire, E2 ̀is the Young’s 
modulus and W2 the densi-ty of said members, and n is 
the number of said members. Y _ 

4. A delay-line as claimed in claim 2 wherein the in 
put transducer includes two of said members extending in 
the same direction from the wire from diametrically op 
posite areas of contact with the wire, and wherein the 

v electromagnetic means of said input transducer includes 
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ly in the same peripheral direction and thereby set up » 
corresponding torsional stress-waves in said wire, the di 
mensions and physical characteristics of said wire and of ̀ 
the magnetostrictive members of said transducersbeing t 
-so related that there is a mechanical acoustic match be 

45 

means :for so polarising at least one of said two members 
that the longitudinal stress-waves setup in said members 

ì are of opposite sense. 

5. A delay-line as claimed in claim 2 wherein each of 
said members of the input transducer is polarised. ` 

6. An electro-acoustic delay-line comprising a natural 
lyy straight wire of uniform diameter disposed in a curved 
coniiguration within thev elastic limit of the wire and 
thereby capable of propagating torsional stress-Waves with 
out yappreciable, dispersion over a wide band of frequen 
cies, an input transducer and an output transducer located 
at different axial positions on the wire, each of >said 
transducers including a plurality of elongated members 
of magnetostrictive material secured to the wire to ex 
tend tangentially from areas of contact located at the 
same axial position on the wire and spaced around it at 
equal angular distances, a coil surrounding each of said 
members of the input transducer for setting up longitudi 
nal stress-waves therein, and a coil surrounding each yof 
said members of the output transducer for responding to 
longitudinal stress-Waves therein, the coils of said input 
transducer being located at-equal distances from the wire 

. and being so connected for simultaneous pulse-energisa 

tween each vof said transducers and said wire at the junc 
tion thereof. » 

2. An electro-acoustic delay-line comprising a natura - 
1y straight Wire of uniformdiameter disposed in a curved 
configuration within the elastic limit of the wire and capa 
ble of propagating torsional stress-waves without ap 
preciable dispersion over a wide band of frequencies, 
an input transducer and >an output transducer located at 
different axial positions on the wire, each of said trans 
ducers including a plurality of elongated mem-bers of 
magnetostrictive material secured to the wire to extend 
tangentially from areas of contact which in that trans 
ducer are located at the same axial position on the wire 
and are spaced around it at equal angular distances, elec 
tromagnetic means for setting up longitudinal stress 
waves in the said members of said input transducer, 
means for electrically pulse-energising said electromag 
netic means, said electromagnetic means being so posi 
tioned relative to said members and said wire and being 
pulse-energised in such a manner that the longitudinal 
stress-waves reach the wire substantially simultaneously in 
the same peripheral direction from each member of said 
input transducer and thereby set up in the wire torsional 
stress-waves which travel to the output transducer, _and 
electromagnetic means responsive electrically to longi 
tudinal stress-waves in the said members of the output 
transducer for producing electrical output pulses corre 
sponding tot the torsional stress-waves set up in said wire, 
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tion that the longitudinal stress-waves setl up thereby 
reach said wire simultaneously in the same peripheral di 
rection from each of said members of said input trans 
du-cer and thereby 'set up corresponding torsional stress 
waves in said wire, and the coils of said'output trans 
ducer being located at equal distances from the wire, the 
dimensions and physical characteristics yof said ywire and 
of the magnetostrictive members of said transducers being 
so reiated that there is a mechanical acoustic match be 
tween said members and said wire at the junctions there 
o . 

7. An electro-acoustic delay-line comprising a natural- Y 
ly straight wire disposed in acurved configuration with 
in the elastic limit of the wire and capable of propagating` 
torsional stress-waves without appreciable dispersion over 
a wide band of frequencies, an input transducer and an 
output transducer located at different axial positions on 
said wire, each of said transducers including a plurality 
of elongated members of magnetostrictive material se 
cured to said wire _to extend tangentially ¿from areas of 
contact located at the same axial position on the wire and 
spaced around it at equal angular distances, means re 
sponsive to electrical pulse energy for setting up longi 
tudinal stress-waves in the magnetostrictive members of 
said input transducer which reach the wire in the same ’ 
peripheral direction and set up corresponding torsional 
stress-waves in said wire, and means responsive to longi 
tudinal stress-waves in» the magnetostrictive-members of 
said output transducer for producing electrical output 
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pulses corresponding to the torsional stress-Waves set up 
in said Wire, the dimensions and physical characteristics 
of said Wire and of the magnetostrictive members of said 
transducers being so related that there is a mechanical 
acoustic match between said members and said wire at 
the junctions thereof. 

8. An electro-acoustic delay-line comprising a natural 
ly straight Wire disposed in a curved configuration Within 
the elastic limit o-f the wire and capable of propagating 
torsional stress-Waves Without appreciable dispersion over 
a Wide band of frequencies, an input transducer operably 
connected to said wire at one point along the length 
thereof and responsive to electrical pulse energy for set 
ting up torsional stress-Waves in said Wire, and an output 
transducer operably connected to said wire at a second 
point along the length thereof and responsive to the tor 
sional stress-wavcs in said Wire for producing electrical 
output pulses corresponding to said torsional Stress-Waves. 

9. A delay-line as claimed in claim 8 wherein lat least 
one of said transducers includes a plurality of elongated 
members of magnetostrictive material secured to the wire 
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to extend tangentially from areas of contact which in 
that transducer are located at the same axial position on 
the wire and are spaced around it at equal angular dis 
tances, the dimensions and physical characteristics of said 
wire and of the magnetostric-tive members of said trans 
ducer being so related that there is a mechanical acoustic 
match between said members and said wire at the june 
tions thereof. 
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